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No problem!

• Q: What is the weather forecast for Dublin?
  • A: It’s raining (no search required)

• Q: What is a boxty?
  • A:
Problem

When you’re...
  Planning a vacation
  Researching a medical condition
  Doing a literature review
  Etc.

You...
  Cannot solve info need with a single query
  Don’t know exactly what you’re looking for

So you wind up
  Running lots of queries
  Keeping track of what you’ve seen
And the only help you get is the purple link
Some definitions

Session
   A sequence of actions occurring within a certain amount of time

Exploratory session
   A session that contains at least two queries with some overlapping documents

Re-finding session
   A session that ends on a selection of a previously-clicked-on document

Question: are these common?
Answer: Common enough

33 people
1600+ sessions
918 had at least two queries
What do we do about it?
How to Animate Bullet Points in PowerPoint Presentations.mp4
www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQUleWVSSuQ
Sep 28, 2010 - Uploaded by 1-800-ShowMeHow
http://1-800-ShowMeHow.com Learn how to add transitions and animations to your PowerPoint slides ...

Animate bullet points on a slide - mac powerpoint - Office.com
office.microsoft.com/...powerpoint.../animate-bullet-points-on-a-slide-H...
You can format your text into a bulleted list to help your audience focus on what you are saying. To attract even more attention to a slide, you can add custom ...

Animate text or objects - PowerPoint - Office.com
office.microsoft.com/...powerpoint.../animate-text-or-objects-HA01002...
You can use the built-in animation effects in Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007, ... Apply entrance and exit animation effects to bullets of text; Apply sound effects ...

Build text on a slide one bullet at a time - PowerPoint - Office.com
office.microsoft.com/.../powerpoint.../build-text-on-a-slide-one-bullet-at-...
To build text on a slide one bullet at a time, it is quickest and easiest to apply a preset animation scheme (animation scheme: Adds preset visual effects to text on ...
Search Panel

1. Search Engine selector
2. Bar representing a newly-found page
3. Favicon representing the retrieved document
4. Bar representing a page that has been visited
Challenge

HOW DO WE EVALUATE THIS?